Lack of time (researchers) important.
Researchers don't think it is reporting.
Lack of protocol.
Stop involving people initially involved.
Pressures to publish cut corners to meet deadlines/bibliometrics.
Lack of reporting skills.
Space limitations in journals.
Publisher control of material.
Recognising the role of the librarian - timing of involvement.
Selective reporting to get published.
Number of people in the team.
Lack of knowledge "What is a Systematic review?" Systematic review vs systematic search.
Awareness of the impact of poor searching/reporting.
Librarians need to be assertive & take responsibility for writing up search methodology.
We need to train medical students about the rigours required in research.

Poor peer reviewing.
- Not reproducible: inaccurate representation of results
  no update possible

- cannot trust it:
- can be harmful

- selective reporting \(\rightarrow\) bias [Tamiflu]
- poor reporting of certain types of report \(\rightarrow\) prejudice

- (mixed methods) -

- miss grey lit

- waisting: time, resources